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Let K deno.te a class o.f spaces which are hereditary with respect
to closed subspaces. Let FK denote the class of all X-- {X" m_n},
where X is a closed subset of X for each m_n, n e N (N denotes the
natural numbers) a.nd X e K. Let C deno.te the class of all compact
spaces. Then FC-C.

The topo.logical game G(K,X) is introduced and studied by R.
Telgrsky ([1], [2]). We use the notations in [1]. Each space con-
sidered here is assumed to. be completely regular.

The following theorems are proved by R. Telgrsky"
(a) ([1], Theorem 11.1). Let X be a hereditarily paracompact K-

like ([1], p. 195) space. Then X-= {X "n e N}, where X is a. closed
FK-scattered subset of X for each n e N.

(b) ([2], Theorem 1.3). Let X be a K-like space. Then X-(X" n e N), where X is a. K-scattered subset of X for each n e N.
(c) ([2], Remark 1.5). Let X be a K-like space. Assume that

each open subset of X is the union of a a-locally finite family of closed
sets (in partieula.r, that X is totally normal or hereditarily paracom-
pact), thenX- (X" n e N}, where X is a closed FK-scattered subset
of X for each n e N.

The following problem is posed by R. Telgrsky ([2], Remark 1.5)"
Does each K-like space have a countable cover by K-scattered

closed subset ?
The following simple example gives a negative answer to. the above

problem.
Theorem. (CH) There exists a compact-like space X which does

not have a countable cover by C-scattered closed subsets.

Proof. Let I-[0, 1] be the closed unit interval. Well-order I
-(x" }, where is the first unco.untable ordinal number. Let
[0, ) ([0, 1]) be the space of ordinal numbers less than (less than or
equal to.) with the interval to.pology. For each , put M

{(or, x) e [0, ) I, _} and X= {M" <(o,} [J {,} I. We will
show that the subspace X o.t the space [0, ,] I has desired properties.
First we show that X is compact-like. Put Eo=X, E=(,} I. Let
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E2 be a closed subset of X such that EE--. Then there exists

a such that E.([O,o]I)X. Since ([0, a]I) X is co.untable,
E. is co,mpact-like ([1], Theo,rems 4-7). Let t be a winning strategy
in G(C, E). Put s(Eo)-E and s(Eo, E, ., E2n)--t(E2, E, ...,
Then s is a winning strategy in the game G(C, X).

Next we show that X does no.t have a co.untable cover by C-
scattered clo.sed subsets. Assume X--[..J {Sn" n e N}, where S is a C-
scattered closed subset of X fo,r each n e N. Note that" For each
x e I, there exists n e N such that (, x) e CI{S ([0, ) {x})}.
Assume (, x) e Clz{S ([0, ) {x})}, then there exists such
that S([fl, ]{x})= for each heN. Put x=x and
sup {{" n e N} [J (}}. Since <, [,) {x} is a no,n-empty subset
o.f X. This is a co.ntradictio,n since {S "n e N} is a co.ver o.f X. The
pro,of of the abo,ve note is completed. Put I={x e I" (, x)e Clz{S

([0, ) {x})}}. Then I= {I" n e N} by the above no.re. We sho.w
that I is no,where dense in I o.r each n e N. Assume there exists
n e N such that Int Cl I =/=. Let {P "m e N} be a subset of I such
that {p" m e N} is dense in Int CI In. Put A=S ([0, ) {p})
for each meN. Then (,p)eClxA for each meN. Choose
(aF, p) e A and a such that aFa for each m e N. Choose
(a, p) e A and a. such that a a. for each m e N. Continu-
ing in. this manner we can. get a sequence {a" k e N} such that
a/ fo,r each m e N and (a, p) e A for each m e N. Put
--sup {a" k e N}. Since Sn is closed and (a, p) e S, (’, p) e S for
each m e N. Since X ({’} I) is countable, Clx{0", p)" m e N} is a
countable and closed subset o.f Sn which is ho.meomorphic to the space
o,f ratio,nals. This implies that S is not C-scattered. This is a co,n-

tradiction. Thus I is no.where dense in. I. But this co.ntradicts a
well-known theorem of Baire. The proof is campleted.
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